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Abstract
In this paper, we provide a formalism for Cyber-Physical Networks (CPN) that explicitly calls out
the dynamic and the computational aspects of such networks, thus allowing for questions concerning
algorithms and architectures to be asked in a systematic manner. The developments are motivated
by a power-balancing example over the power grid, and a number of general, CPN-relevant questions
are posed using the proposed formalism.
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Introduction

Cyber-physical systems (CPS) are, at their core, characterized by fundamentally different models of
computation. On the physical side, the Laws of Physics apply, i.e., differential equations describe the dynamics of the systems. On the cyber side, discrete models dictate the evolution of the computations. The
result is a hybrid dynamic system, and, by now, a rich body of work exists for characterizing, modeling,
designing, and analyzing such systems, thus providing a general model for CPS. (For a representative
sample, see [2, 3, 16, 27, 29] and references therein.)
However, one aspect of CPS that has not yet received the same systematic treatment1 , is the fact
that such systems are oftentimes interconnected, e.g., as is the case in power grids, precision agriculture
infrastructure, smart building controls, and mobile sensor and communication networks, just to name a
few, [1, 8, 10, 12, 14, 18, 22, 28, 30]. There certainly is a vast literature on networked systems in terms
of coordinated controls, e.g., [4, 7, 21, 26], but a formalism that explicitly calls out the cyber and the
physical aspects of such networks has been somewhat absent. The purpose of this paper is by no means to
provide the ultimate answer to how such a formalism should be constructed. Instead, we simply highlight
some key features of such networks, where physical interconnections between physical nodes have to coexist with an overlaid computational, information-exchange network, thus creating a network (or really a
network of networks) that also must be characterized by different computational models. The discussion
will be motivated by power-grid examples, and we call the resulting networks Cyber-Physical Networks,
or CPN. As such, this short paper should be understood as a small step towards characterizing CPN, as
opposed to a complete treatment of the subject; such a treatment does not yet exist.
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Power Balancing on the Grid

As a first installation of what we mean by a CPN, and what special considerations must be taken when
considering such networks, consider a highly idealized problem on the power grid. As renewable resources
drop in cost and approach price parity with fossil power, intermittent sources will become a larger part
of total generation. Additionally, power generation will be more distributed, with residential customers
more frequently having generation capacity. As this shift occurs, the lines between producer and consumer
become less clear [15].
1 There is indeed a rich literature on example classes within the networked CPS domain, but we do not yet have something
akin to a general hybrid automata formalism for such systems.
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In light of this shift towards distributed decision-making on the grid, one can model the power grid
as a collection of connected agents using a DC power flow model. Let the physical grid network be given
by an undirected graph GP = (V, EP )), where V = {1, . . . , N } is the set of agents on the grid, and EP
is the set of physical tie lines. Moreover, assume for simplicity that each agent would like to receive
ρi , i = 1, . . . , N (watts) during an upcoming time period, with a negative ρi meaning a net production
as opposed to a net consumption.
One problem could then be to try to decide what agent should be producing what, in order to solve
min
p

N
X

kpi − ρi k2 ,

i=1

T

where p = [p1 , . . . , pN ] and pi , i = 1, . . . , N is the actual net power load (or generation) of agent i. The
solution to this problem is obviously to simply set pi = ρi , i = 1, . . . , N , but this is clearly nonsense.
What gets consumed must ultimately be produced somewhere, which means that the power flow must
be balanced, i.e.,
N
X
pi = 0.
i=1

Note that this is a physical constraint in that any solution to the operational problem of “Who should be
producing what?” must respect this constraint. And, even though the steady-state DC-flow constraint is
purely algebraic, this constraint must be replaced by a differential (or even algebraic-differential) if the
grid dynamics is taken into account.
If we let rij be the net power flow from an agent j, adjacent to agent i, i.e.,
X
pi =
rij ,
(i,j)∈EP

then we can let qi denote potentials (acting like phasor angles in the network) in the sense that
rij = qj − qi ,
which in turn produces an unconstrained minimization problem that is equivalent to the previous, constrained problem
N
X
X
2
(qj − qi ) − ρi ,
min
q

i=1 (i,j)∈EP

T

where q = [q1 , . . . , qN ] .
By letting LP be the graph Laplacian associated with GP (e.g., [21]) and setting ρ = [ρ1 , . . . , ρN ]T ,
the ensemble version of this problem becomes
min kLP q − ρk2 .
q

The set of global minimizers can be obtained by setting the derivative of the cost equal to zero,
2L2P q − 2LP ρ = 0.
Note that these minimizers are not unique since, if q ? is a global minimizer, then so is q ? + α1, for any
α ∈ R, where 1 = [1, . . . , 1]T . However, the corresponding, optimal power level
X
p?i =
(qi? − qj? )
(i,j)∈EP

is indeed unique. But, finding the roots to the derivative is a centralized operation since it involves a
direct matrix inversion. An alternative would be to update q using a descent search. In other words, if
q(k) is the q-value at iteration k, one update law could be
q(k + 1) = q(k) − γ(k)(L2P q(k) − LP ρ).
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If the step-size γ(k) is chosen correctly and the network is connected, this will indeed converge to a global
minimizer.
The point behind this entire computation – originally performed in more general setting in [25] – is
the fact that the square of the Laplacian shows up in the update equation. To see what this means,
consider the element-wise (node-level) version of the gradient descent update law




X
X
X
X

(qi (k) − q` (k)) −
(qj (k) − qs (k)) −
(ρi − ρj ) .
qi (k +1) = qi (k)−γ(k) 
(i,j)∈EP

(i,`)∈EP

(j,s)∈EP

(i,j)∈EP

From here it is clear that in order for agent i to update its q-value, not only is access to its neighbors’
information needed, but also its neighbors’ neighbors’. In other words, the L2P -term means that the
information required to perform this computation cannot be obtained through the topology encoded in
GP but through the square-graph G2P . What is at play here is a coupling of physics (through power
balancing) and computational requirements. One way of phrasing this is that the super-imposed cyber
network GC must, at a minimum, be a subgraph of the square of the physical graph, i.e., GC ⊆ G2P , if a
gradient descent algorithm applied to the (least-square power-deviation problem) is to be employed. This,
by no means, implies that the square of the physical graph is fundamentally the smallest information
graph required to solve this problem, but it does indicate that the algorithmic choices made at the cyberlevel have architectural implications. (Finding the actual, minimal information requirement is a highly
interesting question that, as of yet, does not have a general solution.) And, in subsequent sections, we
will leverage this example when producing a CPN formalism that supports architectural questions in an
explicit manner.
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Cyber-Physical Networks

A CPN is comprised of (at least) two interacting networks, GP and GC , where GP = VP × EP , with VP
being the set of physical nodes, and EP ⊆ VP × VP encodes the existence of physical couplings between
the nodes.2 This is illustrated in Figure 1, where the physical network GP is the lower network (darker
vertices), i.e., in that example
VP = {1P , 2P , 3P , 4P , 5P }
EP = {(1P , 2P ), (2P , 1P ), (1P , 3P ), (2P , 3P ), (3P , 4P ), (4P , 2P ), (4P , 5P ), (5P , 4P )}.

Figure 1: An example CPN comprised of constituent GP , GC , Ẽa , and Ẽs components. The up-arrow in
Ẽs and the down-arrow in Ẽa show the direction in which actuation (from cyber to physics) and sensing
(from physics to cyber) act.
2 In

general, the graphs are directed, i.e., the edge-set is made up of ordered vertex-pairs.
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The cyber-part of the network, GC = VC × EC , encodes the information flow among computational
nodes, i.e., the edges in this graph denote communication channels between cyber agents – as opposed
to dynamical coupling terms. In Figure 1, GC is the upper graph (lighter vertices), with
VC = {1C , 2C , 3C }
EC = {(1C , 2C ), (2C , 1C ), (2C , 3C ), (3C , 1C )}.
The way these two networks come together to form a CPN, GCP , is through the coupling between
cyber-nodes and physical nodes. And, there are two distinctly different ways in which these two types
of nodes can interact, namely through sensing and actuation. As such, we define two more edge sets,
Ẽa ⊆ VC × VP and Ẽs ⊆ VP × VC , where the subscripts denote sensing and actuation, respectively. The
interpretation is that cyber-node i can influence (directly) physical node j if and only if (i, j) ∈ Ẽa , while
it can sense physical node j if and only if (j, i) ∈ Ẽs . In Figure 1, these two edge sets are
Ẽa = {(1C , 1P ), (3C , 5P )}, Ẽs = {(3P , 2C )}.
The resulting CPN is obtained through the union of these constituent components, i.e.,3
GCP = (VP ∪ VC , EP ∪ EC ∪ Ẽa ∪ Ẽs ).
Returning to the power-balancing example, in this case
VP ' VC
EC = EP ∪ {(i, j) ∈ VP × VP | ∃k ∈ VP s.t. (i, k) ∈ EP and (k, j) ∈ EP }
Ẽa = Ẽs = {(i, i) | i ∈ VP }.
Now, associate a state xi , i = 1, . . . , NP , (|VP | = NP ), with each physical node4 and use xP =
[x1 , . . . , xNP ]T to denote the aggregate. Moreover, let uj , j = 1, . . . , NC , (|VC | = NC ), be a decision
variable/control signal associated with the cyber nodes, the physical constraints can be written on the
form
ẋ = F (x, u), G(x, u) = 0.
But, the differential coupling constraints must respect the sparsity pattern of the underlying network,
since they encode pairwise dynamic couplings, and we denote this physical sparsity pattern by
F ∈ sparseP (GCP ),
which means that the phsyical nodes can only “affect” each other directly if they form an edge in EP ,
while the decision variables can only “affect” the physical node states if they form an edge in Ẽa . For
example, if we assume that F is differentiable in both arguments, then the sparsity pattern can be encoded
– following the construction in [9] – as
F ∈ sparseP (GCP ) ⇔




h i
h i
∂F
∂F
=
0,
∀(x,
u)
and
(i,
j)
∈
6
Ẽ
⇒
=
0,
∀(x,
u)
.
(i, j) 6∈ EP , i 6= j ⇒ ∂x
a
∂ui
i
j

j

Examples of such couplings are the Kuramoto coupled oscillator models [11, 17, 20] or the Bergen-Hill
power exchange model [6], just to name a few.
If the dynamics were linear, this condition would correspond to
ẋ = Ax + Bu,
3 If

one explicitly wants to call out the different types of edges and vertices in GCP , one can add a labeling function to
the definition of the CPN.
4 For the sake of notational simplicity, we assume these states to be scalar, without loss of generality.
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with x ∈ RNP , u ∈ RNC , and the sparsity pattern meaning that (i, j) 6∈ EP ⇒ Aji = 0 as long as i 6= j,
and (i, j) 6∈ Ẽa ⇒ Bji = 0. Following the CPN in Figure 1, this means that




B11 0
0
A11 A12
0
0
0
 0
 A21 A22
0
0 
0
A24
0 






0
0
0 
A
A
A
0
0
x
+
ẋ = 
32
33

 u.

 31
 0
 0
0
0 
0
A43 A44 A45 
0
0 B35
0
0
0
A54 A55
The algebraic constraints do not have to exhibit the same sparsity patterns since they are typically
used to encode global constraints, such as limited resources, e.g., [23], or, as in the case with power
balancing, a net constraint on the power produced and consumed in the network, i.e., if xi = qi in the
previous discussion,
NP
X
X
(xi − xj ) = 0.
i=1 (i,j)∈EP

The key feature of the power-balancing example is that the algorithmic issues associated with the decisionmaking process must be taken into account as well. And, as the process operates in discrete time, say, in
the case of synchronous updates, the decision process would update every ∆t steps5 ,
u((k + 1)∆t) = f (x(k∆t), u(k∆)),
with the cyber sparsity pattern
f ∈ sparseC (GCP )
that encodes the fact that j only has access to i’s information if (i, j) ∈ EC , i.e., i can talk to j over
the cyber-network. Moreover, cyber-node j can only sense physical node j’s state (or output) value if
(i, j) ∈ Ẽs 6 . If we, once more, assume that f is differentiable, then this condition can be stated as
f ∈ sparseC (GCP ) ⇔




h i
h i
∂f
∂f
(i, j) 6∈ EC , i 6= j ⇒ ∂u
=
0,
∀(x,
u)
and
(i,
j)
∈
6
Ẽ
⇒
=
0,
∀(x,
u)
.
s
∂xi
i
j

j

In the case of linear systems with outputs, the last condition simply states that the C-matrix must
have zeroes in locations where the corresponding cyber node can not sense the physical node. Using the
example in Figure 1, the measurement equation becomes


0 0
0
0 0
y =  0 0 C32 0 0  x.
0 0
0
0 0
Putting all of this together gives a hybrid system that can be written on impulsive form7 as



 ẋ(t) = F (x(t), u(t))



˙
dynamics:
x̃(t)
=0





u̇(t) = 0

CPN model:




 x(k∆t+ ) = x(k∆t− )



x̃(k∆t+ ) = x(k∆t− )
computation:




u(k∆t+ ) = f (x̃(k∆t− ), u(k∆t− )),
where x̃(t) contains the latest, sampled state value.
5 It

is possible to construct a similar, asynchronous model, but the formalism becomes significantly more involved.
should be noted that even though the formulation of f is as a memory-less function, one can augment this to include
observer-like structures. However, it is not, in general, clear what part of the estimated state (physics) should be associated
with what cyber node unless they are identical or each cyber node has its own estimate of the full state.
7 This formulation boils down to a zero-order-hold implementation of a digital controller but more elaborate hold mechanisms can be employed as well.
6 It

5
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Conclusions: From Algorithms to Architectures?

The model in the previous section attempts to capture ways in which a physical network interacts with a
cyber-network through actuators and sensors. The dynamic coupling constraints as well as the physical
interaction network are typically given a priori since the Laws of Physics are what they are, and the
design task is to construct effective ways of controlling and coordinating such networks, i.e., design the
cyber part. And, the “standard” question pursued in the literature is one of designing algorithms with
provable performance properties. If we, abstractly, call such a property P, we would have:
Problem 1: Given (GCP , F ), find f such that P is satisfied.
As an example, the many variations to the consensus problem fall squarely under this formulation (see
[26] and the references therein), with the added restriction that GP = GC , i.e., no distinction is made
between physical and cyber agents since, for example, in multi-robot networks, they are indeed the same.
A variation and extension to this question that has been proposed involves the issue of what actuators
and sensors are really needed to solve the problem, i.e., the way GC interacts with GP is part of the
design process as well:
Problem 2: Given (GC , GP , F ), find (Ẽa , Ẽs , f ) such that P is satisfied.
The literature on leader-selection mechanisms in multi-agent networks, as well as the sensor placement
problem in spatially distributed systems are manifestations of this problem, e.g., [5, 13, 19, 24]. But,
one can take this question in a slightly different direction and ask, as was done in the power-balancing
example, what flow of information is required in GC in order to make a given algorithm f effective:
Problem 3: Given (GP , F, f ), find (GC , Ẽa , Ẽs ) such that P is satisfied.
Or, why stop there? The full-fledged problem simply starts with the physics and super-imposes a cyberstructure as well as an algorithm on top of it:
Problem 4: Given (GP , F ), find (GC , Ẽa , Ẽs , f ) such that P is satisfied.
These problems have both an algorithmic (f ) and an architectural (GCP ) aspect to them, with the
architectural aspects becoming more pronounced as one goes down the list of problems. What this means
is really that we have only begun to scratch the surface of CPN, and significant work remains to be done
in order to fully harness their expected utilities. And, in this paper, we propose a possible formalism for
describing such networks in a systematic manner. In fact, this paper should by no means be understood
as providing a whole host of answers to questions related to CPN. Instead, it should be thought of as
providing an organizing principle under which a number of different problem classes can be characterized,
modeled, and (hopefully) successfully addressed.
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